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SGA Orlando
Shuttle resumes
Student
Government
Association (SGA) is again
offering a shuttle service to
Orlando International Airport
for the Thanksgiving holiday.
Dates
for
departure
are Nov.
24th, 25th
and 26th
at 5 a.m.,
9
a.m.
and 2 p.m.
respectively. Return
times are Nov. 29th and
30th at 6 p.m. and 11 p.m..
A roundtrip fare is $40 and
a one-way fare is $20. To
register, visit the SGA office
or the SGA website at sga.
db.erau.edu starting Oct. 6th.
The SGA will accept Eagle
Dollars, cash and checks.

Register to vote!
For those who have not
yet registered to vote, it is
coming close to the deadline.
Residents of Florida must
postmark or deliver registrations 29 days before an
election. Volusia County has
posted all pertinent information at http://www.volusia.org/
elections/reginfo.htm#how .
The application can be found
online as well as the mailing
address or centers, which the
application can be dropped
off at.
For those students wishing
to vote in their home state,
information can be found
at local counties’ websites.
Many counties require that
absentee ballots must be
turned in 30 days prior to an
election. Another fast way
to find the local absentee
ballot is to visit http://www.
govoteabsentee.org/, which
will request a ballot from the
home zip code entered.
For those wishing to brush
up on information the prospective candidates, the second presidential debate will
be held tonight at 9 p.m. EST.
The third and final debate will
be held on Oct. 15 at 9 p.m.
EST.

Embry-Riddle raises $23,000
for Heart Walk, doubles goal
Ashley Roper

Staff Reporter
Since 2006, Embry-Riddle has
been an enthusiastic participant in the
American Heart Association’s annual
Heart Walk. This year was no different.
Friday’s Heart Walk was a tribute to the
dedication of Embry-Riddle with about
800 students and faculty participating.
Considering the walk takes place practically in ERAU’s backyard, it makes
sense that so many members of the
Embry-Riddle community come out to
walk each year.
“It’s a great way to get together with
your friends for a good cause,” said
ERAU walker Maria Daisy Quintanilla.
This seemed to be the general consensus
among students as they spent just over
two hours of their Friday night walking along Daytona Beach. Although,
it certainly was not just yellow ERAU
t-shirts that flooded the beach; with
survivors of heart disease wearing red
hats, it was easy to see where the heart
and soul of the event came from.
The American Heart Association
became a recognized organization in
1924. Since then, hundreds of millions
of dollars are raised each year for victims of heart disease and stroke. With
these being two of the top killers of
American people, the American Heart
Association has also been trying to
raise awareness about heart health and
general wellness. Subway, a national
sponsor of the event, had a table set
up for walkers to snack on fruit and
granola bars. Friday’s Heart Walk also
began with a short exercise warm up
led by an employee from event sponsor,
Florida Hospital.
Along with Florida Hospital, Embry-
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MORE THAN 800 STUDENTS from Embry-Riddle participated in the 2008
American Heart Association’s annual Heart Walk. Embry-Riddle donated
$5,000 and raised nearly $18,000 from 26 student organizations going directly to the American Heart Association for research in heart disease.
Riddle joined local organizations such as
Black Crow Media, The Daytona Beach
News- Journal, Brighthouse Networks,
and Brown and Brown Insurance as a

sponsor for the event. Over the course
of the last few weeks ERAU donated
$5,000 and raised almost $18,000 for
the cause which is almost double the

University’s original goal. 26 student
organizations and clubs created teams
along with 11 groups of faculty and
staff. “I was glad to see that we had
a lot of students joining us this year,”
said AbdulAziz Al-Hajeri, the ERAU
company team leader and chairman for
the walk, “…it was a great event and we
had a great success.”
Since the University became an official participant of the Volusia/Flagler
Heart Walk, it has been donating and
raising huge sums of money to help
fight heart disease and stroke. In 2006 as
a sponsor, ERAU collected and donated
about $30,000 for the cause and in 2007
that total rose to $45,000. Al-Hajeri said
he set the goal this year to be slightly
lower at $10,000 in light of the recent
economy status however, “Everybody
pulled together as the ERAU family and
students are known for and helped with
the efforts…” The total donations to
date for the Heart Walk are just over an
astonishing $180,000. The entire event
can definitely be considered a success
and Embry-Riddle will hopefully help
to raise even more money next year.
AbdulAziz Al-Hajeri would like
to thank a few people for their help
and support throughout this event: Dr.
Johnson for giving him the opportunity
to lead, and also for assistance with
t-shirts, Ingrid Weeks for her support,
Stephen Andrade and Rodney Cruise
from Sodexo for donating food, Robert
Long from the book store, for donating gifts for the raffle, Val Kruse for
her donation of gift certificates, Joni
Hunt for her help with the banner
and signs for ERAU, and last but not
least Michelle Brown from Records and
Registration and Lesley Al-Hajeri from
International Relations for volunteering
their time for the event.

Eagles dominate in tennis tournament
Landon Breazeale
Guest Reporter
This weekend was the Wilson/
ITA Florida Regional tennis
championships, which took place
here at the Embry-Riddle Cotty
Tennis Complex. Five different institutions, Embry-Riddle,
Savannah College of Art (SCAD)
and Design, Webber International,
Warner Southern and St. Thomas
Universities, were represented in
the tournament this year.
The
first serves left the
racquets
of the players early
Friday
morning, with
play continuing on
Saturday,
and
t h e

finals taking place
on Sunday
morning.
On the men’s
side, senior
Carlos Bes
Comeras led
the singles
from EmbryRiddle, where
he is in the finals,
beating out Charlie
Rice also of ERAU
(6-0,7-6(2)).
Jan Menzen came
from the backdrop bracket to
face
Bes for a second
time in the finals of the men’s
singles. Menzen came out in the
swinging and took the first set
6-3. Bes however fought back in
the second and third set to beat
the NAIA/ITA Player to Watch
6-2, 6-2.
Bes also advanced to the finals

of the doubles competition with the second to force a tie break in short break before going face
Bes, Hoekzema, and Zoricic
teammate Jan Hoekzema. Their the second set sending the match to face against each other in are invited for the chance to play
competitors were the number into a final set. Zoricic and Im the women’s individual finals for ITA National Championships
one doubles team from SCAD, fought hard to force a second tie match. Zoricic found a way, for along with SCAD’s duo of
Menzen and Dima Chiriacov. breaker in the third set, but could the second year in a row, to Pljuszynin and Collins. The
The Eagles came out tough and over Plljuszynin and Collins as outlast her doubles partner in ITA National Championships
took the first set 6-2. SCAD they fell 7-3.
straight sets, 6-1, 6-0, to take the will be held on Oct. 16-19 in
answered the Eagles set with one
The lady Eagles took a women’s crown.
Mobile, AL.
of their own,
7-5, sending
the doubles
final
into
a third and
final set. The
Eagle men
stepped up to
the challenge
and took the
last set 10-6
to sweep the
men’s tournament.
Although
Natasa
Zoricic
a n d
Hana Im
would ultimately face
off against
each other
in finals of
the women’s
singles, they
came together first for
the women’s
doubles final.
They faced
off against
S C A D ’s
dominating
duo of Irina
Pljuszynin
and Hillary
Collins in a
tie breaker in
the third and
final set. The
MATT SMITH/AVION
Bees came
out early and
LAST FRIDAY, DAYTONA’S “OWN” 727 lifted to the skies for the first time in years bound for San
took the first
Bernardino, CA with a stop in San Antonio, TX. Little is known why the plane ended up at the Daytona
set over the
Beach Airport; however, it has been overlooking the thousands of Embry-Riddle pilots over the years.
Eagles 6-1.
The plane, N196AJ, is currently registered to the United States Department of Justice.
The Eagles
fought back in

Daytona’s own 727 bids farewell

NASA celebrates 50 years of exploration
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What’s
happening on
campus this week?
Tuesday, October 7
LAHSO “Dance classes”
8:45 p.m. - Gym - upstairs
Diving Eagles Scuba
7-8 p.m. IC 103
Women in Aviation
5:30 p.m. COA 260

Thursday, October 9,
cont.
Sport Compact And Import Club
9 p.m. ROTC Parking Lot
Sailing Club
7:30 p.m. IC 104

ISASI
Jet Blues Flight Safety Dept.
Jamie Kiloch
12 p.m. COA Atrium

Wednesday, October 8

Friday, October 10

Caribbean Student Assoc.
Domino Tournament
6 p.m. Flight Department

Womens Center Health Fair
11-2 p.m. Flight Deck

ISASI
Rescue & Recovery Driver
5:30 p.m. COA 137

Center of excellence
for COE, part of multimillion dollar grant
Press Release

Embry-Riddle Aero. Univ.

Capitalizing on its strength
in aerospace engineering
and participation in a recent
multi-year, multi-million
dollar grant from the State
of Florida, Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University
today
announced
the
establishment of a Center
of Excellence as part of its
College of Engineering.
The center will be devoted
to advanced research in
aeronautics and propulsion
systems.
Embry-Riddle, a leader
in aerospace and aviation
education, is part of
a consortium of four
universities—Florida State
University,
University
of Central Florida and
University of Florida— that
was awarded a three-year
$14.5 million grant in July
to establish the Florida
Center for Advanced AeroPropulsion (FCAAP). These
universities will work

Press Release

Saturday, October 11

Embry-Riddle Aero. Univ.

TNG Movie “Hancock”
8:30 p.m. IC Auditorium

Christian Fellowship Club
6 p.m. Interfaith Chapel

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University announced it will
demonstrate to the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA)
its progress in developing air
traffic control tools capable
of reducing weather-related
flight
delays,
reducing
aircraft fuel consumption and
improving the efficiency of
flight operations.
Along with research partners
Lockheed Martin, Computer
Sciences Corp., Boeing,
ENSCO and Mosaic ATM,
the demonstration will show
how current and forecasted
weather information can be
successfully integrated into
the FAA’s traffic management
and en route automation
systems, located in FAA
centers and major airports
around the country.
The demonstration, to be held
at Embry-Riddle’s NextGen
testing facility at Daytona
Beach International Airport on
Nov. 18, will highlight what
could be a cornerstone system
enhancement and critical
next step in the FAA’s Next
Generation Air Transportation
System needed to safely
accommodate the growing
number of U.S. air travelers,
estimated to hit one billion by
2016.
“The key to realizing the
benefits of NextGen is to have
all systems talking to one
another and integrated under
a systemwide information
management system,” said
Dr. Christina FrederickRecascino, Embry-Riddle’s
vice president for research.

Caribbean Students Association
7 p.m. IC 104
LAHSO
6 p.m. COB 127
8:45 p.m. “Dance Upstairs”
Gym Upstairs
TNG meeting
7 p.m. Endeavour Room

Sunday, October 12
Interdenominational Service
11 a.m. Interfaith Chapel
Catholic Mass
7 p.m. Interfaith Chapel
Alpha Phi Omega Chapter Meeting
8 p.m. IC 201

Health and Wellness Column
The Value of Traditional Medicine: Back to the Basics
3. Medical Tech: Unfortunately, technolEver since the dawn of human society,
people have used herbs, plants and minerals ogy in not infallible. Mistakes do occur and
as a way to keep healthy, ward off infection, at an alarmingly high rate in some regions or
treat wounds and remedy diseases. In indus- in some diagnoses.
4. Validity: TM has a much longer histrialized countries, the use of traditional
tory and has been used for thousands
medicines has grown in popularity
of years. The same can not be said
over the decades since non-traditional
for modern medicine which requires
or standardized medicine has evolved
constant maintenance of equipment,
in practice.
and is not 100% guaranteed to work
Ok, so what does this mean for you?
all of the time.
The advantages of using traditional
Now, modern medicine has its
medicine (TM) over modern medicine
place. Emergencies are the single
(MM) are numerous. Here is a brief
biggest reason why you can’t use
rundown of why you might consider
TM every time. But for the everyday
TM.
James
1. Cost: In nearly all cases, except Willingham scrapes, bruises, etc, using TM has its
where rare herbs are needed, the price Columnist benefits. Especially for the typically
impoverished college student, where
of TM is drastically inferior to MM.
2. Convenience: After factoring in the time visits to the doctor sometimes necessitate
it takes to see the doctor, the cost in terms taking out another beloved student loan. If
of transportation, the expensive procedures, medical insurance covered all of the costs,
etc. with MM some cases require a “second that would make visiting the doctor bearable,
opinion” which takes twice as long as the but since average deductibles are $500 original visit. TM eliminates much of this by $1000, many people would be better off payallowing the patient to administer his own ing a few bucks for a natural remedy with no
treatment, and therefore do it in a speedy lingering side effects: that’s right leave those
unpleasantries to modern antibiotics.
manner.
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collaboratively to develop
innovative next-generation
technologies for aerospace
and aviation commercial use
and build closer working
relationships with industry
leaders.
Dr. Reda (Ray) Mankbadi,
a distinguished professor of
aerospace engineering for
Embry-Riddle’s College
of Engineering, has been
tapped to direct the Center’s
research programs and
coordinate its work with
FSU and other university
partners and researchers.
“This program is an
exciting and excellent
opportunity to enable
Embry-Riddle’s
faculty
and Ph.D. candidates to
demonstrate our expertise
in aerospace engineering,”
said Dr. Christina FrederickRecascino, vice president for
research at Embry-Riddle.
As one of the four key
higher education institutions
who assisted in making
FCAAP a reality, EmbryRiddle’s participation in the
program will concentrate

on three specific areas of
advanced research:
Flow control mechanisms,
turbulence control and noise
generation in jet engines to
improve fuel efficiency and
operational performance
under various conditions.
Advanced
turbine
and alternative power
technology developing the
next generation of engines
that use renewable energy
sources, such as hydrogen.
Embry-Riddle researchers
also will be studying new
cooling technologies that
will enable turbine engines
to run at higher temperatures
to provide more thrust and
engine efficiencies.
Developing analytical
tools for the next generation
of
micro-air
vehicles
and hypersonic vehicle
technologies, as well as
other future high-speed
aircraft transport.
Embry-Riddle plans to
announce more research
program details later this
year, according to FrederickRecascino.

FAA to review new
tools for flight weather

Thursday, October 9

Paintball Club
7:30 p.m. B 503
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“This demonstration will show
the FAA that this particular
integration is feasible, practical
and beneficial.”
The
demonstration
will show the FAA how
integrating weather with
traffic information throughout
the national airspace system
will allow controllers to
reroute aircraft efficiently and
quickly around thunderstorms
and other forecasted severe
weather.
New weather forecast
products will be transmitted
to
the
computers

of D-position
controllers,
enabling the controllers to
probe flights to identify weather
incursions. The D-position
controllers can then use a new
rerouting capability to pointand-click aircraft around the
predicted severe weather to
generate new flight plans and
efficiently schedule aircraft at
their arrival destinations.
By sharing information
throughout
the
national
airspace and giving controllers
the ability to reroute air traffic
smoothly before it reaches bad
weather, the new system will
Advertisement

result in fewer disruptions
and delays in the air and at
airports. Travelers will have
shorter waits and jetliners will
burn less fuel.
Embry-Riddle
and
its
partners are conducting
NextGen research in three
phases:
Phase 1 (2008 and 2009)
– Integration of 4-D weather
and flight trajectory display
systems
on
controllers’
computers, allowing them to
better manage flights around
current and forecasted severe
weather.
Phase 2 (2009 and 2010) –
Possible focus on integration
of airport surface monitoring
and departure and arrival
management systems into
a systemwide information
management
(SWIM)
system.
Phase 3 (2010 and
2011) – Possible focus
on integration of a 300 %
increase in air traffic, using
continuous ascent and descent
procedures that are smoother,
quieter, cleaner and more fuelefficient than current “step-up”
and “step-down” methods.
Embry-Riddle is working
with the NextGen program
office to test new technologies
and enhance existing ones to
advance the FAA’s NextGen
vision by giving leading
industry and research partners
the ability to model these
capabilities in a real airport
environment – such as the
Daytona Beach testing facility.
Program participants also
include Barco, Frequentis,
Harris Corp., Jeppesen, Sensis,
Transtech and the Volpe
Center.

A3
Sports
Volleyball avenges only season loss
Page
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NaDean Schroeder
ERAU Athletics

AARON CRAIG/AVION

OUTSIDE HITTER, SAVANNAH TRAKES hits a spike cross court to avoid the block of a
Webber International defender. Trakes set an individual career high on Wednesday with 26
kills in the match leading the Eagles to their fifth conference win this season.

Upcoming Sporting
Events
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY

MEN’S GOLF
Monday-Tuesday, Oct. 13-14:
Nova Southeastern Invitational
West Palm Beach, FL TBA

MEN’S HOCKEY
Saturday, Oct. 11:
vs. Georgia Tech
Daytona Beach, FL 9 p.m.

MEN’S SOCCER
Wednesday, Oct. 8:
vs. Northwood*
Daytona Beach, FL 7 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 11:
vs. Berry
Daytona Beach, FL 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
Monday-Tuesday, Oct. 13-14:
Disney Invitational
Kissimmee, FL TBA

WOMEN’S GOLF
Monday-Tuesday, Oct. 13-14:
Nova Southeastern Invitational
West Palm Beach, FL TBA

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
Friday, Oct. 10:
vs. SCAD*
Savannah, GA 7 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 11:
vs. Edward Waters*
Jacksonville, FL 2 p.m.
* - FSC Opponents

in set five, the Eagles fell 3-1 to
the Warriors before they were
able to regain the momentum.
The momentum they used to
tie the game was short lived
as WIU took a three point
lead, 7-4, before Eagle’s head
coach Joslynn Gallop called a
time out. After the time out,
back-to-back kills by Meglic
and Lauren Anastase cut the
Warrior lead by one. Another
point was tallied by WUI but
the Eagles tied the game at nine
as Trakes sent back-to-back
balls soaring down in between
Webber International defense.
The Eagles pulled ahead 11-10
on another kill by Trakes and
was followed by two errors by
the Warriors. A few plays later
Trakes put the Eagles up for
game point, 14-11, as she tallied
her final kill of the evening.
Meglic and Dobridnia combined for 17 kills in the middle
blocker position (9 and 8 respectively). Anastase, who had only
had four kills all season before
this match, had eight kills in
three sets played. She also had
the second most digs on the
team with 15. Julia Frassetto,
the libero, had 20 digs in the
match.
This was the third game of the
season where the Eagles played
five sets in a match. They have
won all three matches.
The Blue and Gold will wrap
up the six-game home stand
on Friday as they host Warner
Southern in a conference match
at 7 p.m. in the ICI Center.

Lady Eagles suffer tough
loss to SCAD in overtime
Alison Smalling

Saturday, Oct. 11:
Disney Invitational
Kissimmee, FL TBA

It took five sets for the
Embry-Riddle Eagles volleyball team to take revenge on the
Webber International Warriors,
the only team they had lost to
this season, on Wednesday at
the ICI Center, as the home
team took the match in five sets
(26-24, 22-25, 28-30, 25-23,
15-11).
The Eagles came back from
a 2-1 deficit after game three to
grab a share of the conference
lead. It was the team’s 15th
win of the year, moving their
record to 15-1 overall and 5-1
in The Sun Conference. Webber
International suffered its first
loss in conference play and
third loss of the season, moving
to 9-3 overall and 5-1 in league
play. Embry-Riddle, Webber
International and SCAD all
hold a share of the conference
lead with records of 5-1.
Savannah Trakes led the
Eagles, posting an individual career high 26 kills in the
match. She marked her third
double-double of the season
with 14 digs to accompany
her team leading kills. Marissa
Gonzales had a season-high 53
assists in the match. She also
had two service aces, eight digs
and a kill.
In set one the Eagles fought
back from a six-point deficit
(10-4) to tie the game at 13.
The set was never separated by

more than two points from that
point on, but the Eagles capitalized on some key errors made
by WIU’s hitters to take the set
26-24.
ERAU battle back from a
WIU lead in the second set,
down by five (24-19) the Eagles
pulled to within two but a service error for the home team
gave the Warriors the set. The
Eagles repeated their comeback
in the third set, but made a few
key substitutions at the outside
hitter and middle blocker positions and the team was able to
tie the game at 24 where back
and forth kills on each side of
the net moved the score to 28
all. An error by the Eagles and
a kill by WIU’s Alicia Mohler
gave the Warriors the 2-1 edge
going into set four.
Gonzales served the Eagles
to a 4-0 lead at the beginning
of set four, before WIU took a
time out. The Eagles momentum seemed to die down as
the Warriors came back to tie
the game at nine. Two quick
kills by Jenn Meglic and Corey
Dobridnia put the Eagles back
up by two, but through long
volleys the Warriors came back
to tie the game at 17. The game
remained tied until Trakes torpedoed a ball from the outside
deep into the Warriors court
that tied the game at 23. An
attack error by the visitors and
an assisted block by Dobridnia
and Jenni Nelsen evened up the
sets and forced a game five.
Despite scoring the first point

ERAU Athletics
Lauren Frederick’s golden
goal in the 102nd minute gave the
17th-ranked Savannah College
of Art and Design women’s soccer team a 3-2 overtime win
over Embry-Riddle on Friday.
The Bees are now 6-4 overall
and 4-1 in The Sun Conference,
while the Eagles move to 3-4
overall and 1-1 in league play.
The Eagles’ first goal came
in the 25th minute after Lindsey
Evans was fouled on the
right side of the field. Cecilie
Henriksen took the free kick
from about 25 yards out and
lifted the ball over the head
of SCAD goalkeeper Rosanna
Lamprey to give the Eagles a
1-0 lead.
In the 34th minute, Mallory
Phillips’ attempt to clear a ball
out of the box went askew, and
fell to Sarah Hirst in the middle
of the 18-yard box. Hirst played
the ball with her head, and slid
as she tried to avoid an advancing Lamprey, but still managed
to slot the ball into the far side
netting to give the Blue and
Gold a 2-0 advantage heading
into the halftime break.
The Bees ramped up their
offensive pressure to start off
the second half and it paid off
in the 52nd minute when Selin
Kuralay got a touch to Melissa

Feuerriegel at the top of the
box and the reigning conference Player of the Year notched
her 11th goal of the season
to pull SCAD to within one.
The Eagles managed to mount
a few attacks in the second
frame and got three shots on
goal, but it was the Bees who
had the better of the possession
and with just over three minutes
remaining, Feuerriegel’s corner
kick found Kuralay in the box,
and Kuralay headed home the
equalizer to send the game into
overtime.
The Eagles had a chance to
win the game five minutes into
the first overtime period when
Hirst ran by her defender into
the box. Hirst’s shot was on
target but Lamprey was well
positioned to collect the save
and with neither team able to
break the deadlock, the game
went into a second period of
extra play.
At the 101:45 mark, Frederick
received the ball on the left side
of the field and lifted a longrange shot that just went off the
hands of ERAU’s Dina Roper
and into the net for the win.
Roper finished the night with
a season-high 13 saves, while
Lamprey collected four for the
Bees.
The Eagles’ next game will
be at 3 p.m. on Sunday when
they travel to Miami to take on
conference foe St. Thomas.

TIM KRAMER/AVION

SARAH HIRST REACHES PAST a SCAD defender to volley
the ball into the back of the net to score the Eagles’ second
goal. Unfortunately, the lady Eagles fell in overtime 3-2.

EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY

EAGLES						

VISITORS

Men’s Soccer at SCAD
Women’s Soccer vs SCAD

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL vs Warner Southern
Women’s Volleyball vs. Webber International
Men’s Soccer vs. St. Thomas
WOMEN’S SOCCER vs. Warner Southern
MEN’S SOCCER vs. Warner Southern
MEN’S HOCKEY at NC State
MEN’S HOCKEY at UNCC

Sports
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Women’s soccer scores early Volleyball win
and often in win over Royals seven straight
Jay Palicha

Guest Reporter
Embry-Riddle turned on the
style with a classy 6-2 victory over Warner Southern at the
ERAU Soccer Stadium on the
28th of September. The Eagles
produced an offensive masterclass to rout the Royals.
Riddle took the lead as early
as the 10th minute when the
ball dropped nicely for Cecilie
Henriksen on the edge of the
box, who hammered home
first-time with her left foot after
some sloppy defending from the
Royals.
They didn’t have to wait long
for their second which came on
19 minutes, when Junior Lindsey

Evans received the ball on the
right edge of the penalty area,
before tricking past two defenders and firing a sublime strike
past Royals ‘keeper Kirsten
Mossing, who really should have
done better.
Embry-Riddle’s attacking play
was fantastic as they kept probing away with Henriksen, Evans,
Elina Johansson and Madeleine
Edbom all linking up well as they
sliced open the Royals defence at
will. However, the final ball was
in many cases disappointing, and
that coupled with some good
goalkeeping from Mossing kept
the score at 2-0 until the final
minute of the first half.
A tangle on the edge of the
Embry-Riddle 18-yard area led
to the award to a free-kick to

Warner Southern, which was
delivered into the box by Shalia
Tamayo and headed in by Tara
Fadenrecht from 2 yards out.
Johansson had come close to
scoring several times, and she
finally scored on 62 minutes
when she ran onto a through ball
before calmly slotting into the
bottom left-hand corner. The next
minute, she doubled her tally.
Sarah Hirst received the ball on
the right before cutting it back for
Gracie Peters, whose attempted
shot came off a defender and was
partially cleared by another, but
only as far as Johansson the edge
of the box, who made no mistake
from the edge of the box with a
sweet strike into the top corner.
After that, Riddle seemed
to take their feet off the gas

and Warner Southern enjoyed a
decent spell of pressure, leading to Fadenrecht’s second of
the game on 75 minutes. The
Eagles failed to clear a ball in the
box, which fell to Fadenrecht,
who coolly chipped replacement
keeper Brelyn Bingham.
Fittingly, Johansson rounded
off the rout with two well taken
goals, the first one after a brilliant
run on the right to the endline,
she checked back, and slipped
the ball in at the near post. The
next was a cool finish after she
was set up by a long ball from
defence which the Royals failed
to clear.
All in all, it was a good solid
performance from the lady
Eagles and will hopefully set the
tone for a successful season.

NaDean Schroeder
ERAU Athletics

The Embry-Riddle Eagles
volleyball team (16-1, 6-1
conf.) picked up the 16th win
of the 2008 season, topping
the Warner Southern Royals
(5-12, 2-5 conf.) in a conference match, 3-0 (25-13, 25-15,
25-23).
For the first time in school
history, the Eagles volleyball
team extended their record to
16-1, the most wins a team has
had before suffering their second loss. This passes the 1997
team’s record of 15-1 through
the first sixteen games before
suffering their second loss to
Nova Southeastern on October
3. That team went on to have a
33-6 overall record and finished
tied for second in conference
play with a record of 13-3.
The Eagles 16th win was
aided largely by freshman Abby
Hall and senior Jenni Nelsen
who combined for 29 of the

team’s 47 kills and each marked
the block assists on the day. Hall
marked her 13th double-double
of the season with 17 kills and
12 digs, this game also ended
her 12-match aces streak that
extended from Aug. 30 through
Oct. 1, accumulating 37 aces in
that span. Alana Martinez had
eight kills and two aces in the
match.
Marissa Gonzales shared
duties as the setter with Kristen
Hassett, the two had all but four
of the team’s 45 assists in the
match, Gonzales marking 29
and Hassett had 12.
The win over WSC ends
ERAU’s six-game home stand,
where the Eagles went 6-0
including a huge conference
win over Webber International
that gave them a share of the
conference lead.
The Blue and Gold will
suit up again on Friday,
Oct. 10 as they travel to
Savannah, Ga. to play Savannah
College of Art & Design at 7
p.m.

Comeback win
at Warren for
men’s soccer
Jay Palicha

Guest Reporter

BLAKE ESTES/AVION

MIDFIELDER LINDSEY EVANS LOOKS to pass the ball around a Warner Southern defender during last Sunday’s game.
The lady Eagles won easily over the Royals 6-2.

Embry-Riddle came back
from a goal down to beat Warner
Southern 3-1 at the Embry-Riddle
Soccer Stadium on the 28th of
September with goals from JL
Wilson, Sam Litchfield and Joe
Yoffe. Warner Southern’s goal
was scored by Eric Chaffiot.
The game started at a frantic pace, with chances coming
thick and fast for both sides. The
Royals had the better of Riddle
in the first half, despite having
nothing to show for their dominance. The Eagles’ defense did
very well to keep a clean sheet
in the first half.
Barely had the second half
started when Warner Southern
took the lead. A long throw into
the box was controlled by the
excellent Castano and he brilliantly crossed from the byline
with an acrobatic bicycle kick
which was turned in by Chaffiot
from the edge of the six-yard
box.
Their lead didn’t last long,
though, as a foul on AJ Barrett
four minutes later saw Riddle
awarded a free-kick on the left
wing. Barrett floated a brilliant
ball into the box and Wilson outpaced and outjumped his marker
to win the header, firmly planting it past ‘keeper Havens and
into the net.
Riddle then looked inspired and
started pushing further forward.

The attacking interplay between
the brilliant Woods, Yoffe and
Litchfield was extremely fluid,
and Woods’ distribution from
the middle was impeccable.
They were well supported on
the flanks by Barrett and Marco
Harleman. The main defect in
the Royals’ play seemed to be
their over-reliance on playmaker
Castano; sometimes the Warner
Southern players ignored betterplaced players to instead pass
to Castano, who despite being a
clever midfielder, could only do
so much. He faded in influence
as he was better marked as the
game wore on.
The Eagles finally took the
lead in the 72nd minute, when
Michael Donald, who had been
rampant on the left flank, centered the ball to Peter Masters,
who played a through ball to
Litchfield on the edge of the
six-yard area. He received the
ball with his back to goal, held
off the attentions of a defender,
turned and fired home, despite
the goalie getting a hand to it.
The scoring was rounded off
four minutes later when a goal
kick was headed on by Barrett
to Litchfield on the left, who
instinctively played in Yoffe to
score.
It was a good night out for the
Eagles and their fans, who were
thoroughly enjoying Superhero
night. They showed grit and
determination in coming from
behind to win comfortably in
the end.

NCAA D-1 FOOTBALL
WEEK 6 SCORES
(1) OKLAHOMA		
(2) ALABAMA		
(3) L-S-U
(4) MISSOURI		
(5) Texas			
(6) PENN STATE		
(7) TEXAS TECH		
(8) B-Y-U			
(9) U-S-C			
(10) South Florida		
(11) Georgia		
(12) FLORIDA		
(13) Auburn			
(14) OHIO STATE		
(15) UTAH			
(16) KANSAS		
(17) BOISE STATE
(18) Wisconsin		
(19) VANDERBILT
(20) VIRGINIA TECH
(21) OK STATE		
(22) Fresno State		
(23) Oregon			
(24) Connecticut		
(25) Wake Forest

49
17
52
38
20
58
34
44
21
38
13
20
31
35
38
17
14
27
56
29
10
12

Baylor			
Kentucky		
OFF WEEK
Nebraska		
Colorado		
Purdue			
Kansas State		
Utah State		
(23) Oregon			
PITTSBURGH
OFF WEEK
Arkansas
(19) VANDERBILT
(18) Wisconsin		
Oregon State		
Iowa State		
Louisiana State		
(14) OHIO STATE		
(13) Auburn			
Western Ky		
Texas A&M		
HAWAII		
U-S-C			
NORTH CAROLINA
OFF WEEK

WEEK 7 SCHEDULE
17
14
17
14
6
28
14
10
26
7
14
17
28
33
3
20
13
13
28
32
44
38

(1) Oklahoma
(2) Alabama		
(3) Missouri		
(4) L-S-U		
(5) Texas		
(6) Penn State
(7) Texas Tech
(8) U-S-C		
(9) B-Y-U		
(10) Georgia		
(11) Florida		
(12) Ohio State
(13) Vanderbilt
(14) Utah		
(15) Boise State
(16) Kansas 		
(17) OK State
(18) Virginia Tech
(19) South Florida
(20) Auburn		
(21) Wake Forest
(22) North Carolina
(23) Michigan State
(24) Pittsburgh
(25) Ball Sate

vs
vs
at
at
at
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
at
at
at
vs
at
vs
vs
vs
at
at

(5) Texas
OFF WEEK
(17) OK State
(11) Florida
(1) Oklahoma
Wisconsin
Nebraska
Arizona State
New Mexico
Tennessee
(4) L-S-U
Purdue
Mississippi State
Wyoming
Southern Miss
Colorado
(3) Missouri
OFF WEEK
OFF WEEK
Arkansas
Clemson
Notre Dame
Northwestern
OFF WEEK
Western Ky

12:00 p.m. ABC
8:00 p.m. NOT TELEVISED
8:00 p.m. CBS
12:00 p.m. ABC
8:00 p.m. NOT TELEVISED
3:00 p.m. FSN
3:30 p.m. ABC
6:00 p.m. The Mtn.
3:30 p.m. CBS
8:00 p.m. CBS
3:30 p.m. ABC
2:30 p.m. NOT TELEVISED
2:00 p.m. The Mtn.
8:00 p.m. CBSCSN
12:30 p.m. ESPN2
8:00 p.m. NOT TELEVISED
5:00 p.m. NOT TELEVISED
7:30 p.m. ESPN (TH)
3:30 p.m. ABC
3:30 p.m. ESPN2
7:00 p.m. NOT TELEVISED
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Get wet with Scuba club Hockey Club
Ashley Roper
Scuba Club

Despite parking troubles,
false hurricane alarms and construction on campus the Diving
Eagles Scuba Club is starting
off to a fantastic fall semester.
The annual barbeque dive to
Blue Spring State Park turned
out to be extremely successful
for the club. A substantial turn
out, warm weather and good
visibility complimented an
already pristine diving environment. “There are so many new
divers this year,” said Press
Representative Carey Oster,
“It’s really going to be a great
year.”
The Diving Eagles Scuba
Club plans a dive trip almost
every weekend, giving anyone who is certified plenty of
chances to go diving with a
great group of people. The club
on campus owns eight full sets
of equipment, including buoyancy compensators (BCs) and
regulators and three wrist dive

computers, all of which are useable by club members. The club
makes it simple and affordable
to go diving on a regular basis.
Earlier in the semester the
club took a trip to Troy and
Royal Springs
in
North
Florida. Openwater diving
accessible,
both springs
offered a different environment to
explore. “The
dive was an
awesome way
to start off
the
semester,”
said
club member
Yuvraj
D e w a n .
Troy boasts
a Civil Warera
steamboat wreck,
the Madison.
Royal Spring
is
slightly

more diverse with cavern diving accessibility, but there are
plenty of nooks and crannies
for open water divers to check
out as well.
The Diving Eagles Scuba Club

year of 1911 by ten illustrious
African-American men on the
campus of Indiana University.
The founders came together
to form an organization that is
devoted to the philosophy of
“Achievement in every field
of
human
e n d e a v o r. ”
Here at Xi
Beta, we have
continued to
live up to the
standards of
our founders and take
great pride
in what we
have accomplished as the
only AfricanAmerican
Fraternity on
campus.
The members of Kappa
Alpha
Psi
can be seen
participating
in the following upcoming events on

campus:
October 15th: Up ‘til Dawn
October 16th: Miniature Step
Show in the Student Center
(Lunch Hour)
October
16th:
ΚΑΨ
Informational Meeting: 9:11

has meetings every Tuesday at
7:00 p.m. in IC 102. The meetings are open to anyone who
is interested in scuba diving
or learning to scuba dive. No
experience is necessary.

Bryan Dietz

Ice Hockey Club

PHOTO COURTESY SCUBA CLUB

KAY hosts many activities
Rafael Patrick

Kappa Alpha Psi
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
Incorporated would like to
extend a warm welcome to
the Embry-Riddle community.
ΚΑΨ is committed to raising
funds for St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital in addition to many other nonprofit
organizations. This is why the
members of the fraternity have
been actively engaged in planning and organizing events and
activities in an attempt to benefit the children of St. Judes.
Due to our previous success,
the Xi Beta chapter has been
committed to creating a number of exciting events and
activities for the student body
for the Fall 08 and Spr 09 year.
That being said, you the student body should be looking
forward to seeing the members of ΚΑΨ achieving bigger and better things compared
to previous years.Just a little
about Kappa Alpha Psi: The
fraternity was founded in the

begins a
new season

p.m. Room E-611
Other Upcoming Events:
•
Date Auction
•
Hoops For Charity
•
Homecoming Week
•
Xi Man
•
Social Events!

After a long road series,
the Embry-Riddle Ice Hockey
Club will begin its home season versus Georgia Tech (GT)
this Saturday, October 11th
at 9:00 p.m. at the Arctic Ice
Zone in South Daytona. The
game will feature many events,
bands and as always,
the loud rink atmosphere.
The
team’s
begins its home
season
after
winning 2 of 3
games are their
recent
road
trip throughout
Florida and North
Carolina.
Their
season began with a
tough season opener
versus the University of
Central Florida in Orlando.
The team suffered numerous
injuries while only scoring
two goals (Dietz and
Walsh) in
their
1 2
to 2
loss. However, the past weekend the team outscored opponents 15 to 3 in their two
victories against N.C. State
and the University of North
Carolina Charlotte. “This past
road trip has shown a lot of
what we can work though with
our injuries,” said Junior Tim
Walsh, “Our team is showing
we can fill the gaps and still
go out and beat schools ten
times our size.”
All fans are encouraged to

come out to the game this
Saturday and see your school
go up against one of the largest Universities in the nation.
This year proves to be as
promising as last year with
sellout crowds, hard hitting
games and the continual reputation of having the craziest
fans in the nation.
All fans at ice hockey games
receive free entry with your
Eagle Card, $2 adult beverages
with proper ID, a chance to
win promotional gifts
and most importantly to watch
the ice hockey
team go up
against
Georgia
Te c h .
T h e
ERAU
hockey
team
is
k n o w n
by other
teams as
being the

“Loudest arena they
have ever played a game
in.” These boisterous fans
are accompanied by the Pep
Band playing all your favorite
sport songs and some that are
‘adjusted’ slightly for an ice
hockey game. To know when
the games are visit the ice
hockey team website at www.
erauicehockey.edu or check
the banners posted around
campus.

ΘΦA has biglittle week
PHOTO COURTESY KAPPA ALPHA PSI

SAE river fun
Will Gons

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Over the weekend we had
our annual ΣAE Float-a-Date,
and it was a big success. We
all carpooled Saturday to
Ginnie Springs. For those of
you who do not know what
Ginnie Springs is, it is a big
park with a two mile section
of river fed by natural springs.
On the river you get rafts and
just let the current carry you
for a couple hours hanging
out with your friends. The
main attraction though is the
underwater cavern system,
which is the largest in North
America.
In the caves we had our fair
share of competition to see
who could free dive the furthest into the caverns. There
were several feeble attempts
by Jake Volkmer, who bare-

ly made it to the bottom of
the river; James Easton, who
didn’t even make it off his
raft; and several others. The
winner ended up being Chris
Gonzales who made it an
impressive 50 meters into the
underwater cave.
Everybody who went had an
awesome time and can’t wait
to go back. Luckily unlike
last year, Sam Laurvick was
not chased by any alligators
but had a run in with some of
the other wildlife. Thanks to
everyone who made it such a
great event.
Don’t forget! Every home
volleyball game come early
to the ICI parking lot for a
ΣAE tailgate party. We’ve
tailgated the last few games
and they have all been a
groovy time. So come out and
show your support for
the Volleyball girls, and
good barbeque.

Some Big Sisters were lucky
enough to receive two Little
Theta Phi Alpha
Sisters! Tiffany Szumila has
Lauren Peterson and Liz Berstien,
What a great week for the Hayley Eby has Rebecca
ladies of Theta Phi Alpha! We Scholand and Jessica Schlosser,
celebrated a nationwide Theta Silvija Bosnic has Danielle
Phi tradition of Big/Little Week. Howard and Jess Dernoga, Fatima
Each day the Pledge Sisters were Morales has Risa Hagiwara and
given gifts and other surprises Lindsey Whitten, Nikki Puchacz
from their respective Big Sisters, has Rebecca Allen and Ashley
Nelson.
Rachel
whom they do
Cope was super
not know the
and ended up
identity of. On
...so congratula- Sister
getting three amazFriday, October
3rd, there was
tions to the new ing Littles: Melissa
Dominguez, Danni
a huge revealBig and Little
Gugger and Heather
ing ceremony
Beaber. The purpose
in which the
Sisters!
of a Big Sister is to
Pledges Sisters
-NATALIE FELIA
mentor the Little
finally discovSister through the
ered who their
Pledge Sister proBig is. The
Big/Little matches are as fol- cess. It’s an exciting time for all
lowed: Anna Jones and Sammi the ladies, so congratulations to
Jansen, Katie Demko and the new Big and Little Sisters!
ΘΦA also has their new potenMichele Maurer, Stef Gill and
Rachel McDowell, Kate Cormier tial sweethearts to be thrilled
and Lee Ann Douglas, Randa about! With so many great Greek
Yaacoub and Natalie Morales, and non-Greek gentlemen runPriscilla Katz and Meagan Graff, ning for the ultimate position of
Stephanie Perez and Shaesta the Theta Phi’s Sapphire Man, it’s
Waiz, Anne-Claire and Rachel going to be an awesome time and
Hickey, Ashley Linsmerer and hard decision. Theta Phi is ecstatic to get to know all the guys!
Rebecca Woodburn.
Natalie Felia

“

”
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Respect for women
When I walk back to O’Connor
after a long day of classes and
work, the last thing I want to
deal with is Riddle boys staring
at me as I walk past them. I am
usually somewhat irritable after
walking around campus in heels
all day, studying like crazy for
upcoming tests and working the
entire afternoon. But what really
makes me angry is the blatant
stares I get from them as I walk
past McKay Hall and the volleyball courts, heading back to my
own dorm room. Granted, the
ratio of men to women is not great
at Embry-Riddle, but that does
not give the guys on campus the
right to completely act like pigs.
Imagine being in the corporate
world. Is it acceptable to see a
female co-worker dressed nicely
and stare and whistle at her as
she walks past your office? I
think not, so why is it accepted
here at Embry-Riddle?
Many of my friends have expe-

rienced similar situations. They
have been followed back to their
dorm rooms from class, asked to
give their phone number to practically perfect strangers, honked
at by passing traffic, asked to
go to out on the weekends with
guys they only sit next to in class
and asked where they live. This
behavior is just plain scary to
many women on campus, especially when it mostly happens
when they are alone.
Of course there are those
girls on campus, many of the
sorority girls, that are excited
when random guys hit on them
and feel flattered when they are
asked to parties from random
men. That just shows that those
women are shallow and don’t
have enough self-confidence to
say no to someone of the opposite sex. They are a disgrace
to all of the young, responsible, mature women that are the
majority of Embry-Riddle.

The final thing I would like
to point out is the distinct difference between flirting with a
woman and being creepy when
talking to a girl. Flirting is fun
and light-hearted, and is usually reciprocated. Being creepy
involves a guy getting too close
to the girl he is talking to, not
listening to her, then leaving her
wanting to run away from the
situation and him.
So, here are a few words of
advice to men at Embry-Riddle
from the women on campus.
We don’t care about you, don’t
want you staring at us and most
definitely don’t want to talk to
you or go on a date with you.
If for some reason, a woman on
campus does feel flattered that
a guy is acting like that towards
her, she isn’t worth the time.
Real women don’t tolerate such
rude and forward behavior from
men.
~Amy Treutel

Student Forum

“Who do you think won the presidential debate?”

																		

Mayank Kumar
Sophomore
Aerospace
Engineering

Bryan Dietz
Junior
Air Traffic
Management

Scott Forte
Junior
Aeronautical Science

“Obama.”

“I think it was a
complete wash.”

“Obama because he
presented himself
better.”

- Compiled by Hannah Brown

Ahmed Madkour
Sophomore
Aeronautical Science

Will Siegler
Senior
Mechanical
Engineering

Calum Berry
Freshman
Electrical Engineering

“I didn’t even watch the
debate.”

“They debated?”

“They were both really
good.”

Advertisement

Aeronautica
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United pilots demand new
leadership for the airline
Crystal Oakes

Staff Reporter
The Airline Pilots Association
(ALPA) has it in for Glenn Tilton,
CEO of United Airlines, as well
as his executives and his compensation package, according
to Aviation Week last Tuesday.
ALPA represents nearly 53,000
pilots at 37 U.S. and Canadian
airlines, including Delta, FedEx
and United. However, ALPA
represents 6,500 pilots from
United Airways as their struggle
with the company has reached a
boiling point. ALPA has stated
that United needs new leadership to improve its operations
as well as its financial standing.
Pilots are subject to heavy pay
cuts but they contend that Glenn
Tilton, UAL’s CEO is somehow
virtually immune – and they’re
painstakingly lobbying for his
resignation.
The UAL’s SEC filing sup-

ports that Tilton’s compensation for 2007 ($10.3 million
per year) was more than UAL’s
American Airlines parent company AMR Corporation’s president and CEO ($4.6 million per
year).
In the past, the airline sought
a federal judge to stop four
pilots and their union from
abusing sick time and refusing
to fly extra hours, according
to MSNBC last month. United
and the ALPA are due back
in court October 7th, 2008 for
final arguments in a lawsuit the
airline filed in July accusing the
union of engaging in an illegal work slowdown, according
to Bloomberg London Press.
Nevertheless, during UAL’s
bankruptcy restructuring period in 2002-2006, many pilots
lost their pensions and were
not compensated when their
pay was sharply reduced as
last Friday UAL’s shares were
$8.85. ALPA, as well as partici-
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Aircraft of the Week
BAC-111

pating pilots may have indirectly caused flight cancellations,
but 950 pilots are expected to
be laid off to meet UAL’s cost
cuts.
Captain Steve Wallach,
chairman of the United Master
Executive Council and member of UAL’s board of directors, is working with the board
to cut Tilton’s compensation
as a “reflection of concern
and solidarity with passengers
and employees who are being
forced to tighten their belts,” as
reported by Aviation Week last
Tuesday.
Tilton, former Vice President
of ChevronTexaco and interim
chairman of Dynegy Inc., shows
no sign of resigning from his
position. These internal problems, as well as fuel costs and
market factors are not helping the situation ; there were
30,000 passengers who missed
their flights between May and
August.

PHOTO COURTESY ADRIAN PINGSTONE

Factoid

qManufacturer: British Aircraft
Corporation

qCruise speed: 430 knots
qNumber of passengers: 89
qRange: 1,250 nm
PHOTO COURTESY DYLAN ASHE

THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN UNITED pilots and their CEO has reached it’s limit. They seek
new leadership for the company for better performance and financial situations. The massive
wage cut was the reason for pilots demands.

qEngine: Rolls- Royce RB.168
Spey

qOperators: International

Trans Air Business, Libyan Arab
Airlines, Aquiline, Indonesia Air
Transport, Romavia

THE SHORT RANGE BRITISH jetliner was introduced in 1965 by
British Aircraft Corporation. It was
mainly produced to replace Vickers
Viscount. Despite it’s early problems, BAC got more than 60 orders
world wide. It came in 5 variants,
BAC-111 200 to 600. The 500 version was built to compete with newly
built DC-9 and Boeing 737. With 12
aircraft still operating, BAC-111 was
one of the most successful shorthaul jetliners ever built.

Aviation briefs
brought to you by
Belvoir Media Group, copyright 2007, www.avweb.com

Bone fragment
found at Fossett
crash site
By Russ Niles
Investigators have found a
small bone fragment at the crash
site of the Super Decathlon
Steve Fossett was flying when
he went missing in September
of 2007. Authorities speculate
Fossett’s body has been dragged
off by animals but believe the
bone fragment will lead to a
positive identification and proof
that Fossett died in the crash.
“I believe the coroner will be
able to do some work,” Mark
Rosenker, acting administrator
of the NTSB, told The New
York Times The chance discovery of Fossett’s pilot certificate,
a sweatshirt and other personal
belongings earlier this week led
to the positive identification of
the wreckage of the aircraft he
was reported to have been flying at the time. The circumstances of the crash, a highspeed impact with a 10,000foot-high mountain almost 150
miles from his departure point
near Minden, Nev., seem at
odds with the accepted purpose
of the flight to scout dry lake
beds in Nevada for a site to
break the land speed record.
Stay tuned..

School expands
training of foreign pilots
By Glenn Pew
A falling dollar and faltering economy may not be all
bad for some U.S. businesses
... especially one pilot training
facility that caters to foreign
countries with blooming aviation markets. Chinese nationals will be trained in Denton,
Texas, at the US Aviation
Group for careers as commercial pilots, arriving by
November and returning to
China about one year later
with multi-engine, IFR and
commercial ratings. They’ll
also have passed the ATP written exam. Following Chinese
approval, USAG announced
Thursday that a first group of
students comprising about 25
“college graduates” ranging
in age from 19-22 will begin

training with a one-month
course in the English language
as it relates to aviation. Eleven
months later, they’ll have
“spent 10 hours at the controls of a King Air” plus ten
more in the simulator (along
with other training in Cessna
152 and 172 aircraft) and 300
more Chinese pilot trainees
will have been entered into the
program. USAG may acquire
more aircraft to keep up, and
with light aircraft sales in
decline, it may be a good time
to buy.
Following the terrorist attacks
of 9/11, U.S. training of foreign students was complicated.
USAG has been training students from India “for the past
couple years” and offers training for American student pilots,
as well.

Advertisement

added that the BRS design has
proven to be robust across a
wide range of situations, but if
this event shows that the design
could be improved to increase
its range of effectiveness, his
team is ready and willing to
learn and make changes. Oliver,
of Cessna, noted that the BRS
system on the accident aircraft
was a standard chute and was
not a specially designed spin
chute, which is sometimes used
in flight testing.

Fuel-free powered flight -solar impulse
project update
By Glenn Pew

SkyCatcher
crash update
By Mary Grady
The test pilot for the Cessna
162 SkyCatcher LSA prototype
that crashed last week was spintesting the airplane and put it
into a cross-controlled, power-on stall, Cessna spokesman
Doug Oliver told AVweb this
week. “He got into a flat spin
and couldn’t recover,” Oliver
said. The airplane, which was
one of several used in the test
program, remained intact until
it hit the ground. The spin testing started at about 10,000 feet,
and the pilot bailed out safely
at about 5,000 feet above the
ground. The kind of testing it
was undergoing was beyond
what is required for the airplane’s intended ASTM light
sport aircraft certification,
Oliver said. He added that the
accident is still under investigation but he doesn’t expect the
findings will result in any plans
to modify the design. The airplane was equipped with a BRS
ballistic recovery parachute,
which was activated by the test
pilot but failed to deploy.
Larry Williams, CEO of BRS,
told AVweb this week it is too
early to determine exactly why
the chute didn’t work. “It looks
to me that the parameters were
pretty exceptional,” he said.
“It was an unusual situation.”
He added that BRS is working
with Cessna and the NTSB to
determine what happened, and
he might have more information later in the week. Williams

The project that hopes to
ultimately send a manned
aircraft around the world in
nonstop flight utilizing solar
power has reached the concrete phase through delivery
of final first aircraft components. The first large components now exist for the yet
unbuilt aircraft registered
HB-SIA, and composite fuselage has run through stress
tests including static flexion
and torsion testing. Normal
challenges of aircraft design
-- ultra-light, ultra-robust construction -- are compounded
in the Solar Impulse project
and its more than 180-footlong wing. “Anything that
doesn’t break is potentially
too heavy,” says project CEO
Andre Borschberg. Anything
too light obviously offers
similarly project-ending consequences. The extreme combination of experimentation
and computer simulation has
so far stretched carbon sheet
“just a few tenths of millimeters thick over lengths up
to 20 meters” and challenged
researchers to transform fragile solar panels into flexible
wing surfaces.
HB-SIA will be the project’s first prototype aircraft
and it will offer a 61-meter
solar-panel-coated wingspan.
Its mission is to prove its
construction technology and
hopes remain that it could
make a 36-hour flight in 2009
without the use of any fuel.
Fifty specialists from six
countries and roughly 100
outside advisers are providing
brainpower for the project.

Space Technology
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Left: On July 24, 1950 the
first rocket was launched on
American soil. The launch
was under the supervision of National Advisory
for Aeronautics (NACA)
which later became NASA.
The V-2 rocket was modified for flight testing. The
results led to the creation of
the Redstone rocket.
PHOTO COURTESY NASA
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NASA

On July 28, 1958, the National Aeronautics and Space Act was
passed and signed by President Dwight D. Eisenhower. From
this piece of legislation, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) was formed. The bill was passed in
response to the launching of the Sputnik by the Soviet Union.
The logo above was used from 1975 to 1992.

Right: February 16, 1962,
John Glenn blasts off from
Cape Canaveral’s Launch
Complex 14. Glenn became
the first American astronaut
to achieve orbital space flight.
His mission, Friendship 7,
travelled three orbits around
Earth for a total time of four
hours, 55 minutes and 23
seconds in space.

PHOTO COURTESY NASA

PHOTO COURTESY NASA

Left: July 20, 1969,
Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin,
Jr. the Apollo 11 Lunar
Exploration Module pilot,
sets up multiple experiments on the surface of
the moon. Aldrin is standing next to Early Apollo
Scientific Experiments
Package (EASEP) which
recorded data about the
lunar environment. It was
left on the moon by the
Apollo 11 crew and controlled from Earth after it
was deployed.

NASA celebrates 50 years
of making history.
“We choose to go to the moon. We choose
to go to the moon in this decade and do
the other things, not because they are
easy, but because they are hard...”
-John F. Kennedy
September 12, 1962

Left: April 12, 1981, STS-1
Columbia blasts off from Pad
A at Launch Complex 39. It
was the maiden voyage of the
Space Shuttle. With only two
crew members, John Young
and Robert Crippen, the primary objective of the mission
was to perform flight diagnostics on the orbiter.

PHOTO COURTESY NASA

Hubble science instruments suffer critical failure
Crystal Oakes

Staff Reporter
Last week, a serious data transmission problem on the Hubble
Space Telescope forced NASA to
delay its planned Oct. 14th STS125 Atlantis mission to maintain and upgrade the orbiting
observatory, possibly into early
February. The failure of a device
called the Control Unit/Science
Data Formatter (CU/SDF), used
to send images and other data
from Hubble to Earth caused
the floating observatory to stop
functioning properly. As a result
all science operations were put
on hold until the problem could
be analyzed. NASA engineers
determined that Channel A of the
unit suffered an error that caused

the computer to act abnormally.
It then followed a pre-programed
protocol to put all flight, guidance and science computers into
safe mode. It is comparable to
booting up a personal computer
in safe mode to fix a corrupted
file. Hubble personnel attempted
to reset Channel A of the CU/
SDF but to no avail. Until Space
Shuttle Atlantis launches, engineers will switch over to backup “Channel B” and work on a
replacement CU/SDF to send up
with STS-125 Atlantis next year,
according to Space.com.
If the transition from the channel to the redundant Channal B
succeeds, science operations can
be resumed. However, NASA
is risking the entire mission by
running the Hubble without a
redundant system. If Channel B

were to fail, the Hubble would
become dead in orbit and completely inoperable. Engineers
argue that the Hubble will remain
in operation until the next service
mission. Channel A has been
in use, without error, for over
20 years therefore, Channel B
should work just as well.
Currently, controllers responsible for the telescope have slated
the switch to Channel B for Oct.
9 but may be pushed back a few
days should any other problems
occur.
Hubble has been through a lot
of delays even in its conception, launch and repair. In 1962,
the USA’s National Academy
of Sciences recommends building a large space telescope; but
Congress didn’t fund the project
until 1977. It wasn’t even com-

pleted until 1985. The launch of
Hubble was delayed due to the
1986 Space Shuttle Challenger
disaster. It was finally launched
via space shuttle on April 25,
1990. Now, some space policy
makers think it is too expensive
to service Hubble and want the
18 year old legendary telescope
to be replaced by the James Webb
Space Telescope slated to launch
in 2013. Hubble’s upcoming service mission priced at $900 million, but its dramatic photos in
deep space are unrivaled. The
JWST is meant to be a parallel instrument as its design is
capable of infrared imaging;
Hubble is not. Optimistically,
Heidi Hammel, an astronomer
at the Space Science Institute
in Boulder, Co. mentioned that
though it is frustrating, it was

probably better that it failed now
before STS-125 arrived unprepared, according to Space.com.
Five intensive back-to-back
spacewalks with two spacewalking teams will refurbish Hubble
to extend the wildly successful telescope’s lifespan through
2013, as reported by the Daytona
Beach News Journal. STS-126
Endeavor, originally set out
on Launch pad 39B to rescue
Atlantis’ crew in case of emergency, is targeted for Nov. 14 to
resupply the International Space
Station. Side B was last activated before the Hubble’s launch
in 1990. Hubble’s last transmission was shortly after 8 p.m. on
Saturday, September 27, 2008.
The current plan for launches has been drastically changed
due to this unfortunate situa-

tion in space. Launch Directors
at Kennedy Space Center will
be executing several transports
over the next few weeks. Space
Shuttle Atlantis will have its payload emptied of the upgraded
Hubble components. This will
allow engineers to load a new
CU/SDF in the shuttle bay for
replacement during the upcoming STS-125 mission. After
the payload has been removed,
Space Shuttle Atlantis will be
rolled back from Pad 39A to
the Vehicle Assembly Building.
Finally, once Pad 39A is cleared,
Space Shuttle Endeavour will be
rolled from Pad 39B to 39A for
its launch slated for November
14th.
Space Technology Editor,
Andrew Zaback also contributed
to this article.

ATV resupplies ISS
Crystal Oakes

Staff Reporter
The Jules Verne Automated
Transfer Vehicle (ATV), an
unmanned resupply spacecraft
developed by the European
Space Agency (ESA) for the
International Space Station,
burned up in Earth’s atmosphere last Monday along
with 1,852 pounds of ISS
waste. The ATV completed a
historical six-month mission,
undocking from the ISS on
Sept. 5th to complete the last
leg of its journey in space,
which ended with a controlled
destructive re-entry into
Earth’s atmosphere, according to Scientific American late
September. Members onboard

the ISS received nearly six
tons of much needed refueling propellants, water, oxygen; but it also delivered 1.3
tons of dry cargo such as food,
clothes and other materials, as
reported by ESA’s website.
The ATV consisted of two
modules and the concept of
the craft was not to carry
astronauts but to deliver
supplies, destroy waste and
gather telemetry information.
The ATV structure is 33.79
feet long and 14.76 feet in
diameter carrying its characteristic x-shaped metallic blue
solar arrays. It is also cleverly
designed to survive the harsh
environment of space as it’s
covered with insulating foil
layers on top of meteorite protection panels. The best part

is that astronauts dressed in
regular clothing can enter the
spacecraft to load and unload
cargo. ESA reported that the
next ATV launch is scheduled
for the middle of 2010; but,
they claim to have four more
missions to complete before
2015 to service the ISS.
Jules Verne was launched in
early March with an Ariane-5
rocket from Guiana Space
Center in South America,
according to Spaceflight
Now. Two NASA Gulfstream
V research jets carried more
than 30 scientists and instruments to Tahiti Friday night
to watch the ATV’s re-entry.
The observation campaign
was headed by NASA’s Ames
Research Center, ESA and the
SETI Institute.

Nov. 14
STS-126 Endeavour
ISS Flight
Launch Time:
8:43 p.m.

NET Mid-November
Delta IV Heavy
Classified NRO
Launch Window TBD

Dec. 4
Atlas V
WGS SV2
Launch Window:
7:38 - 8:48 p.m.

ENTERTAINMENT
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Peter Richardson

Described as “Jaws” for the
21st century “Eagle Eye” is an
Comics Editor
action packed, technological
thriller that stars a complete
arsenal of action stars. Based on an idea from legendary movie man
Steven Spielberg, “Eagle Eye” brings up and coming Shia LaBeouf
and throws him into a sticky situation against FBI
agent Billy Bob Thornton, Air Force agent Rosario
Dawson and Secretary of Defense Michael Chiklis.
Starting out with a bang, “Eagle Eye” keeps the pace
up and never slows down.
“Eagle Eye” begins with a brief introduction to lost and confused twenty-something,
Jerry Shaw who cant seem to find his way
in life. Just when everything seems to be at rock bottom for
Jerry, it somehow gets even worse. Jerry walks into his apartment and finds loads of very illegal materials have been delivered
while he was out. As Jerry is opening all the boxes and becoming very
scared, he gets a call from a mysterious woman who tells Jerry that he
has to leave for the FBI is on its way. Jerry eventually meets up with
single mother Rachel Holloman and together they try to figure out

what exactly is going on with their lives.
Spielberg says that he came up with the idea for this movie over ten
yearS ago, but he waited to do this film until now so that it did not
seem like science fiction. All of the technological feats of this film are
based on current technology and lend an aura of plausibility to all of
the action in this movie. While some of the plot points and dramatics

are obviously a bit over the top, they are close enough to reality that
they do not detract at all from the story.
“Eagle Eye’s” story is fast paced and riveting throughout. Though
the big plot surprise is not much of a surprise at all for most astute
viewers there are still a couple entertaining plot twists laced through
the tale. The modern setting and terrorism back-story is of course very
poignant at times like these and some plot points based on the Patriot

Act may seem like fiction but are actually factually based. The story of
“Eagle Eye” serves its action movie purpose fine and while it certainly
won’t win any awards, it is quite entertaining from start to finish.
The real star of “Eagle Eye” is of course the action. There are some
great car chases, bombing runs, running scenes and firefights all over
this movie and no expense was spared in their making. According to
the filmmakers they destroyed nine Porches for just one
car-chase scene, something they apparently were very
proud of. For the ERAU student, this film also has prominent parts for aircraft. There is a neat F-16 scene and a
great use of a UAV badguy in several action sequences.
While the story is fun and serves to move the film forward, some neat and innovative action scenes really set
this movie apart.
Overall “Eagle Eye” is a great popcorn flick. Solid casting backs
up a fun story that both serve to make the action even better. Lots of
explosions and technological mayhem keep the viewer locked to the
screen throughout and Shia playing the same character he always does
provides a few chuckles here and there. In the end, “Eagle Eye” may
not get you to fear your cell phone as Spielberg hoped but it sure will
be a great use of your two hours.

DISOBEY AND YOU DIE

PHOTO COURTESY EAGLEYEMOVIE.COM
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‘How to Lose Friends’
The Bill & Trav’s
Bogus Journey Tour is enjoyable to watch
John W. Smith III
News Editor

Bogus Journey Tour

Venturing out on MTVu’s
Bill and Trav’s bogus Journey
Tour, The Academy Is… We
the Kings, Carolina Liar and
Hey Monday made their second
stop in Orlando, Florida at the
House of Blues. Far from any
journey in a phone booth, these
bands know how to radically
rock a crowd with the pop-punk
genre. Along with most of the
pre-teens that were in attendan
ce most of their parents were
even enjoying the bands.
Although a majority of females
were there to see William
Beckett’s new haircut the
Orlando crowd, guys and girls,
young and old accepted and
supported the bands very well.
Kicking off the night was
Hey Monday who had the
Paramore look and sound but
proved they were more than
just that. Led by the fierce and
vocally talented Cassadee Pope
these guys knew how to rock
their songs even on a Friday.
It was impressive to see such a

young group so musically and
vocally talented open a show
in the fashion they did, unlike
the act to follow, Hey Monday
impressed and increased their
fan base quite a bit.
Carolina Liar was second to
take the stage and it was disappointing to see this band live.
Looking forward to their alternative sound their live performance was actually a letdown.
From keyboard to both guitars,
to bass and to drums, the only
song that was worth listening
to was the hit single “I’m Not
Over” and even though they
dressed in boy scout uniforms
Carolina Liar wasn’t truthful in
their live performance.
Another local band from
Bradenton, Florida definitely
picked up the slack as We the
Kings took stage and girls
erupted in cheering for front
man Travis Kelly. The stage
was transformed to play on
their name with images from a
king card on the backdrop and
covering the speaker stacks,
which was very appealing. Also
appealing was the 45-minute
they embarked upon playing songs from their critically acclaimed debut self-titled
album and doing a decent job
covering Gorillaz “Feel Good
Inc.” The crowd was on their
feet and in full support of the

local band as they finished the
night with “Check Yes Juliet”
there own claim to fame that
has radio stations and fans
buzzing.
Finishing out the night, The
Academy Is... (TAI) took stage
with full force. This band is
great to listen to but they are
better in their live performa
nce. Although a majority of
the members are from Chicago,
they are native to the Orlando
area as they recorded their first
album “Almost Here” about
twenty minutes from the House
of Blues. Front man William
Beckett says they have much
love for Orlando and the crowd
gave the love right back; singing with almost every song the
crowd fed off of the band’s
energy and vice versa to create
for a great atmosphere. TAI was
filled with musical interludes
and Beckett did his usual microphone spins/flips and jumpi
ng splits off the drums.
Supporting their latest release
Fast Times at Barrington High
they played songs like “Summer
Hair = Forever Young” and
“About a Girl” and to make
the night more heartfelt they
played songs “Slow Down”
and “Everything We Had.” Far
from anything bogus, look for
TAI to be the new name in punk
music.

Amy Treutel

Business Manager

Alienate People
“How to Lose Friends and
Alienate People” is the story
of a wacky celebrity journalist Sidney Young (Simon Pegg),
who works for a small, British
celebrity magazine, and quotes
movies when he is excited. After
setting a pig loose at a black tieevent and causing mass chaos,
he is hired by Clayton Harding
(Jeff Bridges), who is the editor

of Sharps magazine, a chic magazine in New York City. Sidney
enters his job completely oblivious to reality, despite the fact
that Clayton warns him to captivate and impress as many people
as he can if he wants to succeed.
When asked if he knows what
to do at a magazine, he replies,
“You photograph famous people
when they’re drunk!” He upsets
his boss and co-workers and
rejects offers from high profile
publicists. Sidney though, also
takes his fair share of criticism
from those he works with.
Despite the fact that he has
a misconstrued vision of what
he should be doing, Sidney’s
character has a real-life charm.
During a taxi drive, he admires

the city while everyone else in
the vehicle is busy on their cell
phones and too preoccupied
with their lives to admire simple beauty. Sidney eventually
learns, though, what it takes to
be at the top of his job and what
it takes to be happy.
“How to Lose Friends and
Alienate People” is based on
similar events in Toby Youngs’
memoir, published in 2001 and
titled the same. Both the movie
and the memoir are meant to be
light and humorous, which is
achieved in the movie by jokes
and the actions of Sidney. While
it is not a movie that will likely
become a popular favorite, it
provides some good laughs and
is enjoyable to watch.

The Spot

Welcome to the spot, your source for the best skate, surf and entertainment places in
Daytona.
This week we’re featuring another skate spot, with a nice U bench, a ledge and a manual
pad. To get there, head north from campus and take a right on ISB. From there take a left at
the first light and park behind the UCF building. The spot is located in the UCF building’s
courtyard. The benches are set into a little dip in the center with some grind-able brick work,
leading down to them. It would be highly recommended to bring some wax along with you
for this spot. The manual pad is off to the left side when coming in from the rear and is a bit
high, so be ready to work on your ollie.
That’s it for this edition of The Spot, be sure to check it out and come back next week.

By: William Sohl
JOHN W. SMITH III/AVION
Advertisement
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‘The Hills’ Column:
Fighting Afternoon

Somewhere in the twisted world that is him, not the other way around. Can we say
MTV’s greatest reality show The Hills, thou- shady or just a typical guy?
sands of viewers and fans have found themSo onto these lunch dates between Heidi’s
selves cultivated in love hate relationships mom Darlene and Spencer, it was like a clash
not only with the beautiful women on the of the titans at the table. From the beginning
show but in the drama that is their lives.
Spencer is rude, condescending, and obnoxLife is the same in The Hills
ious and Darlene lets him know that
world or is it? Our girls are starting
in the nicest way possible. It seems
to realize that maybe they shouldn’t
like the only ones with a brain in the
let outsiders come in and infiltrate
Montag family are Holly and Dartheir lives. Should Lauren have let
lene, what happened to Heidi? Oh
Stephanie Pratt of all people be her
yeah, Spencer happened. Spencer
friend? Should Heidi have let her
proceeds to tell Darlene that he has
Sister Holly move in and make
done nothing wrong as he has that
things uncomfortable between her
cheesy little grin on his face and
and Spencer? But there’s always
Darlene looks devastated. I would
more room for drama between the John W Smith be to if my daughter was dating
girls and now even the guys! So
such a tool bag. So hopefully things
III
the cause of all this drama is a little
would go better with her daughter,
more than some he said she said News Editor not likely. Darlene sits down with
stuff, which is surprising because
Heidi and the fighting begins almost
now the drama is actually intriguing. Since immediately, all over Spencer. It kind of
Stephanie went behind LC’s back and went comes to a realization in Heidi’s mind when
out with Doug, LC has been very angry and her mom starts crying and says we never
has every right to be, but it’s what Heidi’s used to fight like this, as they both are startsister Holly does that had me laughing at ing to realize that Spencer has to go, someSpencer and made me want to give Holly a how someway.
pat on her back.
So onto this pool party which has disaster
Kicking off the episode with awkward written all over it, I mean you put five girls in
tension, Holly tells Heidi that she has a the same house four of which are all angry at
surprise for her as someone knocks on the one, three guys in that same house that have
door. The surprise is Holly and Heidi’s mom had relationships with two of those girls,
came to visit from Colorado, but was visit- throw a few extra people for consistency and
ing her only intention? So after they got the I’d say you have yourself a bit of a situation.
fake smiles and the kind of I’m happy to see Doug seems to get hostility started early as
you that you give someone you really don’t he jumps into the pool and splashes LC and
like Heidi sits down next to Spencer as her Whitney. Doug has to be the dumbest guy
mom sits across from her, dumbfounded that next to Spencer, are you eight years old
Spencer is the living room. Then it all comes Doug? Why of all things would you splash
out, Heidi didn’t bother telling her parents LC and even Whitney, someone you don’t
that her boyfriend moved back in with her, even know. I would’ve at least acted drunk in
angered and upset Heidi’s mom was hurt that his situation. So then Brody seems to throw
she had to find out this way and that the first the first punch and approach Stephanie and
conversation she has with her daughter is an say look who decided to show her face. I
argument. Come on Heidi, you have the au- think Brody was just trying to say I told you
dacity to date someone like Spencer and you so in her face and to tell her don’t act innocan’t even tell your own parents your liv- cent when your not. So now that Stephanie is
ing with him? After lots of awkward silence hurt and crying in the other room, it is time
and angered stares Heidi’s mom sets a lunch for Doug to square up with LC and Brody.
date with both Spencer and Heidi at separate Doug was doing nothing but defending himtimes, that should be fun.
self and saying he did nothing wrong as LC,
Meanwhile LC is still trying to cope with Brody and Frankie describe that two dinners
this whole one of my friends went behind my and getting coffee is a little more than doback again kind of thing, and I don’t think ing nothing wrong. So after LC and Brody
she’s coping very well. Even after spilling win their fight against Doug and make him
the situation in front of her male trainer he realize he was in the wrong LC gets up to
says something about a friend shouldn’t do see if Stephanie is okay, and crying in the
that to another friend. But we’ll see what other room hearing all of this she isn’t. LC
happens when LC, Whitney, Lo, Audrina, makes one last ploy to help Stephanie but its
and Stephanie go to Doug’s party this week- Stephanie defending herself that sets LC off
end. Speaking of Doug, Mr. Shady himself to leave the room and give her that sorry you
has two very different conversations with messed up and dated my ex behind my back
his latest fling Stephanie and his best friend and were not friends anymore look.
Brody. At another dinner with Stephanie they
Among all these fights there was one good
both discuss what they’re doing and how it is thing that came out of it, and that was LC
affecting LC, but they both kind of brush it no longer has a traitor back stabbing friend
off as if they don’t care about her feelings named Stephanie anymore, but other than
and leave dinner to have a “DVD Night” ( I that there wasn’t a whole lot to come out
think an educated person knows what a DVD of these fights, as there never is. I can only
Night entails between a guy and girl). Then hope that Heidi is realizing that she needs to
we get to see what Doug is really like around get rid of Spencer and that fighting with her
his boys as he and Brody have a conversation mom of all people is very wrong to do. Stick
about the whole situation and Doug spins it to the friends and the people you can trust
so that it seems like Stephanie is the one after girls, avoid these fights and heartbreaks.

Charlie Horse keeps it simple
William Sohl

Staff Reporter

Charlie Horse

Local bars and grills are one
of the standards in American
dining. They mix a place
to have beers while watching
the game with a family atmosphere and solid comfort food.
However, they tend to either
become a grill with a bar or
a bar with a grill. The Charlie
Horse Restaurant is the latter.
Situated on A1A in Ormond,
just north of Bonefish and Olive
Garden, It is a bit of a drive but
a pleasant one. A long bar and
plenty of spacious tables go
along with a roadhouse style
of decoration on the inside. It’s

by no means fancy, but it is
very welcoming and comfortable. Charlie Horse also had its
share of TVs with the various
football and baseball games of
the day spread around. It was
surprisingly full for the early
dinner hour and seemed to be
getting even more so as the
evening went on.
The menu was fair sized,
with plenty of sandwiches, seafood and steaks, along with
some familiar soups, sides and
simple salads. The wide variety
is sure to find something to fit
anyone’s tastes.
The steaks came out well
cooked with a simple salt and
pepper flavor. The clam chowder was solid, but nothing especially great. But their fries and
garlic bread are definitely the
best sides. The seafood though
is what’s really worth the trip.
They offer all you can eat

crab portions and shrimp can
be gotten along with any dinners. There is also a wide sele
ction of oysters, fish and other
seafood in a variety of forms.
The food is solid, even
though none of it is particularly
amazing. It’s simple, clean, and
fresh. The portions are fair, and
about on par price-wise with
other steakhouses and seafood
restaurants. But nothing there
really stuck out as a “wow.”
Again, it comes down to
being a bar with a grill. They
have a sizable beer list, sure
to please anyone, along with
a relaxed atmosphere, but it
comes at a cost to the food. So
in the end, it sticks out more as
a place to go with some friends
for a game rather than a great
meal. So if you’re interested check out the Charlie
Horse at 810 S Atlantic Ave. in
Ormond Beach.

Great Dorm Room Recipes
Compiled by Amy Treutel

Roasted Pepper Medley
Serves 1-2
Ingredients:

1 red bell pepper
1 orange bell pepper
3 packed cups fresh spinach leaves
2 tomatoes
1 cup canned chickpeas, drained
4 Tablespoons red wine vinegar
2 teaspoons lemon juice
1 teaspoon extra-virgin olive oil
1/8 teaspoon (or to taste) garlic powder
Directions:
Wash the bell peppers and pat dry. Wash the spinach
leaves and drain thoroughly. Wash the tomatoes and
slice.
Place a sheet of aluminum foil on a roasting pan.
Broil the peppers for 10 minutes or until the skins are
blackened. Turn the peppers over after 5 minutes so
that both sides blacken. Remove from oven, place in a
plastic bag, and seal. Leave the peppers in the bag for at

least 10 minutes. Remove the skin from the blackened
peppers, but them in half, and remove the seeds. Cut
the peppers into long strips and let sit for 2 to 3 hours.
Wipe the strips dry and cut into cubes.
Toss the chickpeas with the red wine vinegar, lemon
juice, olive oil, and garlic powder. Add the roasted
pepper cubes, spinach, and sliced tomatoes. Serve
immediately.

PHOTO COURTESY BARILLAUS.COM
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Entertaining Thoughts: Diablo III
Way back when, in the there have been many’o’fan
year 2000 as Conan O’Brien boy who for some reason have
says, Blizzard Entertainment an issue with the slightly more
unleashed yet another of its colorful art style that Diablo 3
franchisees unto the world, brings to the table. I am not in
Diablo. This game was a that camp for I believe that the
Role Playing Game (RPG) for new style will take Diablo 3 to
the masses and the fanatics new heights. With new colors
alike. It had dungeon crawling and style Blizzard can bring
reduced to its simplest form so much more definition and distinction to varithat players could take
ous areas in the
joy in the sheer destrucgame. In Diablo
tion while customizing
2 everywhere in
their character with
each of the five
items and spells. It was
many areas looked
followed in the actually
exactly the same.
year 2000 by Diablo 2
In Diablo 3 even
which took the origithough you are in
nal and improved upon
a Jungle for examit in every way posPeter
ple, it does not all
sible. Bigger, grander
Richardson
have to look the
campaign, improved
graphics, more charac- Comics Editor same. This new
art style should
ter classes, more spells,
will enhance, not
and a lot more items.
Well Blizzard is getting detract from the game.
I hope Blizzard brings back
ready to do it again. They are
not just releasing StarCraft 2 most of the original character
(which we will get to in a later classes from Diablo 2. This is
issue) soon but also Diablo an area that I believe Blizzard
3. While it is true most of the should not stray from what
original team that developed works. So far the Barbarian is
Diablo is now elsewhere, I returning and they have added
believe Blizzard can pull it a Witch Doctor. While these
off. That being said, I do have two seem pretty nice, I will be
some hopes for Diablo 3 that I raising hell if the Necromancer,
or the Sorceress, Amazon or
will now share.
I hope that Diablo 3 keeps the Paladin do not make their
art style it currently has. I know return. I have no real like for

the Assassin or the Druid class
from Diablo 2’s expansion and
I expect that one of these will
be cut at least. But if Diablo 3
does not bring back these classic classes, there will certainly
be much more of a problem
from the fans than if they just
change the styling.
I hope that Blizzard adds
more quests. In Diablo 2
Blizzard had only eight quests
per Act, and there were five
acts after the expansion was
released. While these quests
were all intertwined with
the campaign and definitely
brought the character along
for the story, there was not
enough side questing. While
side questing may seem like
a luxury add-on to a game, in
fact it helps bring replay-ability and longevity to any game.
Diablo 3 would greatly benefit
from lots of side questing to go
along with its randomly generated play areas.
In the end, I believe that
Blizzard will pull off another
masterpiece. Their track record
so far is second to none and I
do not believe the StarCraft 2
and Diablo 3 will be the end of
that. While I would like to see
some new original franchises
from Blizzard soon, these two
games will be welcome additions to my gaming collection.

PHOTO COURTESY BLIZZARD ENTERTAINMENT
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HOUSING /
Roommates

HOUSING /
Roommates

Ocean Front
S Daytona BH 1 bed 1bath
11th floor photo view furished
no pets under ground parking
pool BH exercise room 980 sq
feet water basic cable included
$970.00 per mo. call Dave 404
281 0758 9.00 am 6.00 pm

Seeking Roommate!
Looking for a female roommate
to share a fully furnished, two
bedroom/two bathroom condominium with a direct ocean
front view at The Peninsula
on the Daytona Beach Shores.
Rent includes ALL utilities.
$600 per month. Amenities: two
pools, exercise room, whirlpool,
saunas, library, game room
Non-smoker, non-partier desired.
Contact
tasevedo@hotmail.
com for more information.

Affordable/ Spacious/ South
Daytona
Best landlord around! Clean
3 Bed, 2 Bath, 2 + car garage.
1800 Sq. Ft. Living/ Dining/ Family rooms. Hardwood
Floors. New oof Washer/Dryer.
Dishwasher, Large yard with
patio. Centrally located. 2280
Granada Drive. South Daytona. $1,000/ monthly. Available Octob. 1(386) 756-0640

Townhouse South Daytona
Best landlords around! Clean /
Quiet 2 Bed 1.5 Baths, 1400 Sq.
Ft. Large master bed. upstairs
& down. Tile & carpet floors.
washer & dryer. central A/C,
dishwasher, close to school/
shops $700/ monthly. 1607
Jacobs Rd. (386) 756-0640.

Female Only
Seeking roommate to share
townhouse in Port Orange.
Close to college. Private
bedroom and bath, community
pool.$375.00
per
month and share utilities. Refrences and deposit required.
Please
contact
767-7281

House for Rent
2/1, enclosed carport, a/c, fenced
yard, tile floors, laundry room,
family room. Very cute. Off Mason in Daytona Beach$750.00.
386-453-8707.first,last security

Duplex for Rent!
1 bedroom 1 bath upstairs
duplex for rent located directly across from the river on
beachside in Daytona Beach.
Completely furnished, completely renovated. $500/month
includes water and cable. E-mail
Melliew99@yahoo.com
for
pictures or call 386-212-6082

$625 monthly rent/ no lease
4 Miles from ERAU. Executive
bedroom with private bath. Includes: garage parking, utilities,
internet, laundry&linens, kitchen privileges, fully furnished. In
a lovely brick home, extra clean.
For responsible person. Movein $625 Call: 386-236-0108
Room for Rent
Cute 1 bedroom apt on beachside, just 15 minutes from
campus. ceramic tile throughout, nice kitchen, yard. $525/
mo includes water, trash
& pest control. $500 security, no pets. 386/212-1578

Condo for rent
close to campus and on the
halifax river. 2 bed/2 bath in a
gated community. community
pool and fitness area. washer
and dryer hookup in the unit.
the preserve at rivers edge.
$1000/month call 679-5275
Advertisement
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Roommate Wanted
Great luxury/ Great bargain. The
Crowne Luxury Appartments.
Clean and quiet roomates.
Large kitchen. Patio area in
front of a lake. Brand new gated
community with pool and gym.
Garages available. Room is currently available; Please contact
Luis Alejandre with questions
or to schedule a visit. $420/mo.
7 1 3 - 8 5 7 - 7 4 4 8

Room for Rent
Room for rent for ERAU student in home 1 block from
beach. $400, includes utilities.
Call
386-238-8826

Roommates Needed
Three Bedroom Two Bath.
Fenced Yard, Private Deck w/
jacuzzi, Cable & internet in
each room, HD TV in Livingroom, Laundry room. Large
room/queen bed $500. per
month. Small room/Twin bed
$400. per month. $150 Security
Deposit. All Utilities included
in rent.. One and a half miles
north of campus. Call Ron 386235-2700.

Lakefront Rental w/ Garage
Quiet lakefront with patio, 3
Bedrooms, 2.5 Baths, Eastgate
Townhouse, prime location,
clean and spacious, Jacuzzi tub,
walk-in closets, 2 car garage,
pool, washer/dryer, $1,300
monthly plus security, outside
maintenance included, move
in now, Dean (386) 341-2638.

Just 3 blocks to beach
Furnished condo for rent. 2
bdrm, 2 bath with balcony on
beach near Bellaire Plaza. On
site laundry, inside parking
and pool. Great for faculty
or graduate student. No Pets.
Longterm lease preferred--6 mo.
minimum rental. References
required. $1600.00 per month.
Call Howard 386-673-3468
or email Leo49237@aol.com.

Townhome for Rent
Beautiful 2BR, 2 Bath. 3 mile from
ERAU. $800/month. A must see.
Al- (386) 898 2409.

Looking for Roommate
Looking for one person to rent
two furnished rooms with private bathroom/entrance in my
home. Will have shared usage
of laundry room/kitchen and
some storage in garage. Just 4
miles from ERAU and DBCC.
My home is just 6 years old
and located in a safe and upperscale neighborhood. Rent is
$575 a month and 1/3 utilities
estimated at $50.00 a month
depending on usage. call:386316-2979 for more details.

Affordable, Housing
Walk, drive, ride to school.
Minutes to campus. Bus stop
around corner. Clean, quiet,
private, safe & secure home
& neighborhood. New Energy Star efficient appliances,
Washer & dryer, Central heat
& air conditioner. Free parking & storage. Full house &
kitchen privileges. Move in
or reserve today. Bobby747@
gmail.com
386-868-7755
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Condo/1 Bedroom/Gated
Community
1 Bedroom condo for rent.
Fully furnished, Riverfront
view, gated community. 10
minutes from campus. $750/
month plus utilities. Includes water. Contact Nancy
Skrzynicerz @ (386) 547-9722

3 BR 2 Bath home for sale,
Welcome to your Florida retreat! 3 BR 2 Bath home on
golf course, swimming pool
with in-pool bar stools!, hot
tub, screened lanai, oversized
2 car garage, outdoor shower,
well-maintained, stainless steel
appliances. $295,000 call Candy Jaworski, ReMax Signature,
386/212-1578
for
appt.

Close to campus!!!
Looking for a clean, responsible non-smoker to share a
house near erau/dbc. Less
than a mile away. Washer
and dryer inside, large fenced
in yard, mostly furnished.
Asking $425/mo plus 1/2 utilities
Call 212-1260 or email
mostertn@erau.edu

House for Rent
3 bedroom, 2 bath home in LPGA
for rent. Eat in kitchen, dining
room/office, laundry room w
washer/ dryer, 2 car garage, patio. $1250 per month plus security deposit. 386-441-8411 Pat
Employment

Great Location
3 bdrm/1 1/2 bath house,close to
Embry Riddle, ISB, Racetrack &
shopping. 3 miles from beach.
private backyard. front & back
screened in porches. $850mth
plus $500 deposit. Available
immediately.
Call 864-3138415 or 864-404-1944 or email
Brookalgarin@yahoo.com

Trade Show Host/
Demonstrator
Americraft is seeking individuals
or teams to demonstrate kitchen related items at local Trade
Markets. Complete training.
Above average income. Call
352-483-7600 or apply online
at:www.cookingshowhost.com

2BR/2BA Fully Furnished
There is a 2 bedroom 2 bath condo 6 minutes from the campus,
fully furnished. Price is $1000
or best offer. With a pool and
exercise room. Washer/Dryer,
All utilities included. Call
Leean at 676-0052 until 11pm!

$500 includes cable and water
This is a 3 br/ 2 ba house with big
yard. Owner live in this property
and is looking for anyone who
can afford the rent and like to
live in a quiet, clean and peacful,
no pet, no drugs situation. Please
call (702) 379-9565 or email.
y1924325@yahoo.com

Quiet and Peaceful
2/2 recently remodeled condo
for rent at Georgetowne Lake
(a few minutes south of ERAU
off of Clyde Morris Blvd. and
Big Tree Rd.); upstairs unit in
two storey building; unit has
dedicated staircase; beautiful
view of “lake”; screened-in patio; swimming pool; work-out
room; tennis court; fish in lake
for the angler; everything new
inside; washer/dryer in unit.
$900/mo includes condo association fee but NOT utilities.
Please call 813 215-7937 to see.

Room for rent in nice house
Fully furnished room for rent
in a nice beachside house to
share with another roomate, 2
great danes and a NetJets pilot.
Close to Main and Ocean Deck.
Cable TV, wireless internet, big
screen, ps3, surround sound,
w/d, hardwood floors, grill and
big deck All utilities included.
Move In Ready. surfocean2@
hotmail.com / (954) 328-3660
Services needed
Pilot to Split Time
Looking for a pilot to split
time. I’m building hours in a
172SP/G1000 @ Air America. I’m Private SEL Instrument. Your instrument rating
not required. We’d split time
(and cost) 50/50. Call Tom
3865890558 or email him, tflanary@gmail.com. Overnight
trips possible. Very flexible.

Payroll and Accountants
We are currently looking for Payroll and Accountants, Job comes
with great benefits, applicants
should kindly email resumes to
Johninc001@yahoo.com for info

Abundance of Money?
About Making Serious Money?
My passion is to assist others
in avoiding financial difficulties that I experienced. Seeking 10 serious & motivated
business partners to achieve
financial freedom within 1824 months. Must have high
integrity & burning desire to
succeed. www.BellaFlorida.tv
BellaWealth@HelloWorld.com

Want to make some extra
cash
Join one of the worlds leading
online shopping mall with Over
1600 stores and growing. To
check it out visit www.ourgvmall.com/miken. for more info or
to sign up e-mail me at mikenelson.OurGV@yahoo.com

Need Extra Cash?
The Top Online Solutions Website Development Company
is seeking sales agents. Must
be self motivated. At home
work. One website sold can put
$1000 in your pocket. No sales
work involved. Contact Jared
Schulz at (920) 203-7536 or
visit TopOnlineSolutions.com
AUTOMOTIVE

1995 Pontiac Grand Am
Black, approx. 150k miles.
Good condition, needs new
fuel filter. Good gas mileage. $1200 Send e-mail to
katiedaisy16@hotmail.com.

97 Jeep Wrangler
4 cyl. 2.5L engine. new fuel
pump, tires in good condition.
Aftermarket water resistant interior. Sony sound system and
CD player. Soft top in great
condition. New clutch and radiator. $7,000 call 910-540-2112

Comics
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Sudoku
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Crossword
Congratulation to:
Taylor Sandelius
who won last
week’s contest.

Medium

Enter The Avion crossword contest!
Submit your completed crossword to The Avion
office in SC 110 before Friday Oct. 10 at 5 p.m.
to be considered.
The Avion will give a fabulous prize to a randomly selected correctly answered crossword.
This contest is only available to students and
each student can win only once per semester.
When submitting a completed crossword the
student must come in person to SC 110 and have
their Eagle Card available.

Classic Peanuts
Hard

